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Wellington Village Community Assocation Meeting  
Date: Tuesday September 24, 2013       
Time: 7:30 – 9:30 pm 
Location: Fisher Park School 
 
NOTE: No quorum – so no “official” decisions 
 
Board members present: Catherin, Andrew, Ashley and David 
 
Community members present: Susan Green (Faraday), Gilian Hickman (Helena), 
Anne Duggan (Newswest and Faraday), Donna Chiarelli (Caroline), Mary Ellen Kot 
(Kenora), Lise Whitewolf (Ross), Andrew Hickey, Councillor Hobb’s office. 
 

AGENDA ITEMS: 
 
1. Mizrahi 
WVCA offering some input on setbacks, park space etc. Developer appears to be 
responding to some of the recommendations, concerns. 
 
2. Ecology Ottawa 
WVCA supporting concept of “complete streets” – that is, streets that work for 
pedestrians, cars and cyclists. 
 
3. Fisher Park Reunion 
Catherine will be meeting with the organizers 
 
4. School Boundary Review 
Report out to community for 2014 permanent solution to overcrowding. Meetings 
on Monday nights. There will be an upcoming community presentation. 
 
5. City Review of Official Plan 
Catherine will resend an email to get board’s ok on WVCA approach to this. 
 
6. Scott Street CDP 
 
7. Website Update 
Jim, David, Ashley and Catherine all volunteered. Anne Duggan also interested in 
helping out with developing a community website for the neighborhood. 
 
8. Newsletter topics 
Mizrahi, Completion of Fisher Park, School Boundaries, Scott Street, Traffic 
 
9. Community Garden Proposal 
Gillian reported that Councillor Hobbs is on the verge of purchasing a plot of land in 
Hintonberg to be home to a community garden. 
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10. Better Neighborhood Grant 
Deadline for applications is October 21, 2013. (More on this in traffic discussion) 
 

11. TRAFFIC DISCUSSION 
 

We are planning to have a PUBLIC FORUM on traffic – ideally sometime in February, 
2014.  
Catherine noted there was a forum done 3 years ago, including an article published 
in Newswest. The whole thing focused more on Elmdale school related traffic issues. 
We all agreed there is now a LOT MORE to talk about, much wider than the school 
issues. Here are some notes on what was discussed: 
 
i) Andrew Hickey reported that STOP signs are going in at:  
Piccadilly and Helena, Piccadilly and Iona, Piccadilly and Geneva 
Mayfair and Helena, Mayfair and Faraday, Mayfair and Kenora 
 
ii) We need some numbers to inform us in any action the WVCA or individual 
residents want to take. Who would that be – urban planners? City officials? Traffic 
experts? Demographic trend-watchers? Police? 
 
Answers we need: 
 - How much has WV population increased in past ten years? 
 - What is projected increase? 
  - In other words, how many NEW UNITS have been added to the 
neighborhood and are going to be added? 
 - What is “capacity?” 
 - Best-practice traffic-calming measures?  
 
iii) Specific issues such as: Island Park congestion, Cut-through traffic off Island park 
to Piccadilly etc., cut-through traffic on Caroline, Huron, Ross etc,  
 
iv) Suggestions: police presence – ticketing speeders, digital speed recorders, public 
awareness,  
 
v) questions about cash-in-lieu (or sec 37?) in which developers $ goes towards 
traffic calming measures 
 
vi) Reduction of speed limits to 30 km/hour 
 
vii) Success of crossing-guards near schools 
 
viii) Seasonal removable posts in mid-street (some use cones, hockey nets, chariot 
strollers currently) 
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11.5  Pilot project called “Neighborhood Slow Zone” 
 
Donna Chiarelli lives on Caroline and initiated the sign campaign on neighboring 
streets that say SLOW: Children at play. (approx.. $16 from Agent Signs and Designs) 
Suggested applying for the Better Neighborhood Grant $30,000 to try the pilot 
project on a number of streets that run between Wellington and Scott (Caroline, 
Huron, Ross, Smirle, Grange etc.). 
Ideas/Initiatives that could be part of the pilot: 
 - Reduce speed limit to 30 km/hr 
 - Painting streets 
 - Social marketing campaign – awareness 
 - Signs 
 - Chevrons 
 - Public Education 
 
The WVCA members present suggested Donna carry on with an application and that 
we would seek input on it from other board members on how to support her 
initiative. 
One suggestion: It could be Phase One of a longer traffic plan for the neighborhood. 
 


